Tech Stickmen Lose
To Harvard Varsity
And Frosh 18-15, 7-4

Wednesday afternoon the Beaver lacrosse teams traveled up river to accept the Crimson. The varsity was thrown for an 18-5 loss while the freshmen dropped a nine one by a 7-4 count.

In the first period the Crimson attacked the opening slow but Hucke soon receded the count with his first of three goals. The end of the first frame saw the Harvard team out in front 7-4. Hucks scored the lone Tech goal of the second period against four for Harvard to give the boys from upstate a 7-2 advantage at the intermission.

Scores opened up fast in the third period with a goal after only 26 seconds or play, but the Crimson countered 10 seconds later. In the quarter Hucks scored again for the Crimson, and the score was 9-4 by Harvard to give them a commanding 13-4 lead.

During the fourth frame the Crimson hit the net six times while Newcomer scored Tech's lone goal of the period. Harvard's 18 points were evenly divided among the two teams with the high scoring honors going to Waring with only three.

In the freshman game Karney scored for Tech after three minutes of play but the Crimson tied the count two minutes later. In the second frame Waring and Murray scored for the young Beavers while Harvard gained only one point.
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Tufts Nine Edges Beavers, 4-3,
In 10 Innings; Dixon Walks 12

By LEO SARTORI

A man Dixon walked twelve Tufts batters on Briggs Field last Wednesday afternoon, and survived the first eleven. However, the twelfth came home and cost him a 4-3 decision in a walk to Safety-tennis struggle.

After Bill Barnes had struck to open the extra frame, Don Lowe singled him to second. Al Bennett, previously a strikeout victim, then singled to short and Barnes was safe. Bud Iwasaki, curiously driving a Jumbo right-handed in the box, hit the ball to the Tech half, retiring pinch-hitters Hama and King on sacrifice flies striking out Dave Queitre to end the game.

Dixon Off to Shaky Start

The first inning looked like a Tufts soul in the making, as Dixon allowed two hits and three walks to the first five batters to face him. However, with two runs in, bases loaded and no one out, he started a walk, one out, and a strikeout, and struck out Bennett to end the inning. Dixon was tough, allowing only two hits over the next eight frames.

Tech pushed up one run in the second frame when Mike Johnson struck out, but Design dropped his score as first baseman Minot threw when he should have had a strikeout. Minot made a nice play to retire Warren without injury, and the rally was checked off when left fielder Fobart made a nice shoestring catch on Stamey's third strike for a double.

Both sides Score

Both sides picked up a single tally in the fifth. Tufts scored on a walk, hit by pitch, a sacrifice, and a strikeout, and the Engineers came back on a sacrifice and a single by Thompson, who had reached base on a fielder's choice. The Engineers' run came in the eighth when Thompson, after allowing only two hits over the next three frames, tried to pick off his second basemen....

Light Magic
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hours, displayed an efficient, low-intensity bulb which is estimated to last for 500 million hours. After demonstrating numerous bulbs of various lengths of life, he brought out the shortest lived one produced by O.E.—a split second flash.
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